TANKERS (FROM 10,000 – 17,000 DWT) FOR SALE;

1) 10,000 dwt fully stainless Chemical Tanker built early 2000's. (Vessel has twenty tanks!
ABT 10280 DWT ON 7.764M
BLT 12/00 ASAKAWA ZOSEN K.K.
125M LOA 18.8M BEAM
NK SS DUE 13/12/2010
20 TKS 11326 CBM
IMO: II III
6L35MC MAN-B+W 5281BHP ON 210
ST ST VSL

++++

2) Well maintained Full stst SUS 316L tanks - IMO 2/3
double hull chemical tanker from our close direct owners:

TBN 12,716 dwt on 8.774 M Sdraft
Singapore Flag - NK Class - IMO 2 Chemical Tanker
Built: Asakawa Japan, Sep/2000
LOAx Breadth: 124m x 20.22m
Total 24 tanks with total 13,548 cbm basis 98% excluding slop tanks
Slop tanks: 477 cbm basis 98% full
All tanks are St Steel - SUS 316L
Heating : Steam Coils
Crane : 1 x 5T
Pumps: Total 24 pumps : 300M3/Hx 3 + 250M3/Hx4 + 150M3/Hx10 + 100M3/Hx4
  Plus 1 molasses Boster
COW/IGS: M2 Generator fitted.

++++

3) DWT 16,187 MTS ON 9.05M DRFT
TYPE: TANKER, CHEMICAL TANKER
BLT: 10/1995 AT SHIN KURUSHIMA AKITSU , JAPAN
CLASS BV
SS 10/10 DD 10/10
LOA 138.6M, BEAM 21.83M, DEPTH 12.1M
GT 9544 NT 4834
TNKS 18 - ABT 17017 LIQUID - GRADES
PUMPS 20X0
DB YES DS YES DD
IGS NO CBT NO SBT YES COW NO
HEATING COILS: STST
M/E B&W 7L35MC, BHP 6159 TOTAL

++++

4) IMO II/Chemical Tanker
17,675Tdw on 9.45M Blt 1988 Brodosplit - NV Ice 1B
Loa 151.30M Beam 22.40M
16Tks 17,200Cbm(98%) Epoxy coated/St.steel coils/4Segr
Pps: 16x250Twhp
B&W 5L50MC 7,751Hp 12.5K/18T(180)
Double bottom+skin/Bowthr/

+++ 

5)  
17,000 dwt - BLt Oct/2008 China - Product/Crude Oil Tanker
PRODUCT/CRUDE OIL TANKER
DWT 17,000 T ON DRAFT 8.80M
BLT 10,2008 IN CHINA
CLASS: CSA 5/5 ICE CLASS: B
D-HULL D-BOTTOM
LOA/LBP/B/D 150.00/140.40/23.00/12.50 M
GRT/NRT 11619/4804
6 PRODUCT OIL TANKS AND 1 SLOP TANK = ABT 19340M3
M/E 8PC2-6L 4400KW 520RPM
GEARBOX GWC7085
BOWTHRUSTER KT-72B1 5500KW
SPEED 13K

(ALL DETAILS GIVEN ARE FAITH WITHOUT GUARANTEE).

+++ 

6) 
ABT 16.745 TDW / DRAFT 9,00 M / LOA 144,05 M / BEAM 23,00 M
BUILT TURKTER / 2007
CLASS AB
M-B / 6L48/60B / 8.565 BHP / AT 500 RPM
NO. TANKS: 12 / 19.625 CBM LIQ.
COILED COW / IGS
12 PUMPS / 4.620 TWH TOT.
DOUBLBTM. DOUBLSIDE.

7) 
ABT 16.979 TDW / DRAFT 9,00 M / LOA 144,05 M / BEAM 23,00 M
BUILT TUZLA GEMI / 2007
CLASS NV
M-B / 6L48/60B / 9.789 BHP / AT 514 RPM
NO. TANKS: 12 / 19.624 CBM LIQ.
COILED COW / IGS
12 PUMPS / 4.620 TWH TOT.
DOUBLBTM. DOUBLSIDE

(All dets wogtee)
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